
 

RESOLUTION 
 

WHEREAS, the Charlottesville City School Board and its staff are committed to a learning environment               
for our students free of, among other things, discrimination, violence and hatred, whether based on               
race, color, gender identity, sexual orientation, national origin, ancestry, religion, or other illegal or              
impermissible reason; and 

WHEREAS, many of the demonstrators in Charlottesville on August 11-12, 2017 displayed symbols             
associated with racial hatred and violence, including the Confederate battle flag and the Nazi swastika               
and symbols associated with the Ku Klux Klan (KKK) and other White Nationalist groups; and  

WHEREAS, in August, 2017, the City of Charlottesville and its inhabitants, including students enrolled in               
the Charlottesville City Schools and their families, experienced unprecedented and horrendous           
demonstrations of hatred and violence, including the tragic death of three persons and physical injury to                
multiple others; and 

WHEREAS, students in our school system witnessed this hatred either directly or through the news               
media, which caused many of our students to become fearful for their safety, even to the point of                  
causing some students to hide in closets due to the lingering fear of physical harm; and 

WHEREAS, the school system’s Code of Conduct prohibits student dress that is disruptive of the learning                
environment, that contains language or images that are discriminatory, that promotes violent conduct             
or that contains threats; and 

WHEREAS, the School Board finds that because of the events that took place in the City of                 
Charlottesville in August, 2017, and their effect on our students, student clothing that depicts the               
Confederate flag or the Nazi swastika or that contains images associated with the Ku Klux Klan and other                  
White Nationalist groups will create a substantial disruption to the learning environment in our school               
system. 

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED by the Charlottesville City School Board that student dress that is                
disruptive of the learning environment, that contains language or images that are discriminatory, or that               
promotes violent conduct or contains threats includes, but not limited to, clothing that depicts              
Confederate imagery or the Nazi swastika or contains images and language associated with the Ku Klux                
Klan and other White Nationalist groups, and is prohibited and will not be tolerated in our schools.  
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